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Test Pronoun 
Q.1: She deserves this job of air-hostess because she has the right command on 
the_______concerned.  

(a)  Jaded       (C) Jargon 
(b) Medley       (D) Arbiter 

Q.2: We need to recapitulate the study of two years in a trifle___________ 
(a) Junta        (c)  Aberration 
(b) Fixture        (d)  Juncture 

Q.3: His backache was getting severe due to overwork, hence the doctor suggested him to use a 
__________ immediately.   

(a)  Groove         (b) Girdle 
(b) Taxidermy         (d) Feral 

Q.4: The War of Trench was fought where Muslims worked out a long __________ in order to 
protect the Islamic state of Medina.  

(a)  Fosse      (c)   Niche 
(b) Orb      (d)   Palazzo 

Q.5: He held it up between his and the sun.  
                      A              B          C                D 
Q.6: Each sold the most valuable thing she owned in order to buy a gift for the other.  
           A                      B                                          C                                    D 
 
Q.7: These rings came of his fingers five times a day before ablutions.   
                 A                B                                       C                            D 
 
Q.8: We are highly pleased on hearing about them visiting our home adjacent to hers.  
                                    A                                        B                  C                                   D 
 
Q.9: How insulting it is that he gave her more candies than I. 
                     A                 B                       C                                 D 
 
Q.10: There is none in Pakistani team who plays well.  
                        A                          B                 C           D 
Q.11  
(A)     The gradients against her, but she’s on time. 
(B)     The gradient’s against him, but he’s on time. 
(C)     The gradient’s against her, but she’s in time. 
(D)     The gradient’s against her, but she’s on time. 
Q.12 
A)     Let I say once and for all that between you and me there can be no further friendship.  
B)     Let me say once and for all that between you and I there can be no further friendship. 
C)     Let me say once and for all that between you and me there can be no further friendship.  
D)    Let I say one’s and for all that between you and I there can be no further friendship.  
Q.13  
A)     Regardless of the consequence, he resigned from the post.  
B)     Regardless of the consequences he resigned  from the post.  
C)     Regardless of the consequences, he resigned himself from the post. 
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D)     Regardless of the consequences, he resigned him from the post. 
Q.14   
A)     And we raised more than a barrel of corn to the shock. 
B)      And we raised more than a barrel of corn with the shock. 
C)      And we raised more than a barrel of corn from the shock. 
D)      And we raised more than a barrel of corn into the shock. 
Q.15  
A)      Because the animal was almost extinct so they were placed on the endangered species list. 
B)      Because the animal was almost extinct; it was placed on the endangered species list. 
C)      Because the animal was almost nearly extinct so they were placed on the endangered species 
list. 
D)      Because the animal was almost extinct, it was placed on the endangered species list. 
Q.16  
A)      Now, I've reached the years the Good Book allows for man in his lifetime upon this earth! 
B)      Now, I've reached the years the Good Book allows to man in their lifetime upon this earth! 
C)      Now, I've reached the years the Good Book allows to man in his lifetime upon this earth! 
D)      Now, I've reached the years the Good Book allows to man in his lifetime upon this the earth! 
Q.17  
A)      You haven't been prowling across in those ruins. 
B)       You haven't been prowling up in those ruins. 
C)      You haven't been prowling up through those ruins. 
D)      You haven't been prowling up in those ruin.  
Q.18  
A)      Here I am trying to get home to cook for me a bite to eat, and you snatched my pocket book. 
B)      Here I am trying to get home to cook me a bite to eat, and you snatched my pocket book. 
C)      Here I am trying to get home to cook myself a bite to eat, and you snatch my pocket book. 
D)      Here I am trying to get home to cook me a bite to eat, and you snatch my pocket book. 
Q.19  
A)      Whoever the gods wish to destroy, he first make him mad. 
B)      Whomever the gods wish to destroy, they first make him mad. 
C)      Whoever, the gods wish to destroy, they first make him mad. 
D)      Whose ever the gods wish to destroy, they first make him mad. 
Q.20  
A)      In another corner of the room behind a screen was a gas plate and an icebox. 
B)      In another corner of room behind a screen were a gas plate and an icebox. 
C)      In another corner of the room behind a screen have been a gas plate and an icebox. 
D)      In another corner of room behind a screen was a gas plate and icebox. 
Q.21 Hypothermia 

A)      Dearth        C)      Articulated 
B)      Classic        D)      Frigid 

Q.22      Impinge 
A)      Encroach        C)      Ascetic 
B)      Ameliorate        D)      Shudder 

Q.23 Innocuous 
A)      Pant        C)      Bland 
B)      Mordant        D)      Vociferous 

Q.24 Inscrutable 
A)      Prolific        C)      Radiant 
B)      Effervescent       D)      Sphinx-like 

Q.25 Intransigent 
A)      Intractable        C)      Oxidized 
B)      Kobold        D)      Culinary 

Q.26 Jitney 
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A)      Omen        C)      Charabanc 
B)      Groove        D)      Expurgated 

Q.27 Latent 
A)      Nearctic        C)      Embryonic 
B)      Hallstand       D)      Intrepid 

Q.28 Legate 
A)      Pedigree        C)      Thrilled 
B)      Scornful        D)      Emissary 

Q.29 Itinerant 
A)      Soulmate        C)      Pylorus 
B)      Wayfaring        D)      Ingenious 

Q.30 Jeopardy 
A)      Hermetic        C)      Reclusive 
B)      Peril       D)      Adamantine 

 

ANSWER KEY 

Q.1: She deserves this job of air-hostess because she has the right command on the_______ 
concerned.  

(c)  Jaded       (C) Jargon 
(d) Medley       (D) Arbiter 

Q.2: We need to recapitulate the study of two years in a trifle________________ 
(c) Junta        (c)  Aberration 
(d) Fixture        (d)  Juncture 

Q.3: His backache was getting severe due to overwork, hence the doctor suggested him to use a 
__________ immediately.   

(c)  Groove         (b) Girdle 
(d) Taxidermy         (d) Feral 

Q.4: The War of Trench was fought where Muslims worked out a long................  in order to protect 
the Islamic state of Medina.  

(c)  Fosse      (c)   Niche 
(d) Orb      (d)   Palazzo 

Q.5: He held it up between his and the sun.  
                      A              B          C                D 
Q.6: Each sold the most valuable thing she owned in order to buy a gift for the other.  
           A                      B                                          C                                    D 
 
Q.7: These rings came of his fingers five times a day before ablutions.   
                 A                B                                       C                            D 
 
Q.8: We are highly pleased on hearing about them visiting our home adjacent to hers.  
                                    A                                        B                  C                                   D 
 
Q.9: How insulting it is that he gave her more candies than I. 
                     A                 B                       C                                 D 
 
Q.10: There is none in Pakistani team who plays well.  
                        A                          B                 C           D 
Q.11  
(A)     The gradients against her, but she’s on time. 
(B)     The gradient’s against him, but he’s on time. 
(C)     The gradient’s against her, but she’s in time. 
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(D)     The gradient’s against her, but she’s on time. 
Q.12 
A)     Let I say once and for all that between you and me there can be no further friendship.  
B)     Let me say once and for all that between you and I there can be no further friendship. 
C)     Let me say once and for all that between you and me there can be no further friendship.  
D)    Let I say one’s and for all that between you and I there can be no further friendship.  
Q.13  
A)     Regardless of the consequence, he resigned from the post.  
B)     Regardless of the consequences he resigned  from the post.  
C)     Regardless of the consequences, he resigned himself from the post. 
D)     Regardless of the consequences, he resigned him from the post. 
Q.14   
A)     And we raised more than a barrel of corn to the shock. 
B)      And we raised more than a barrel of corn with the shock. 
C)      And we raised more than a barrel of corn from the shock. 
D)      And we raised more than a barrel of corn into the shock. 
Q.15  
A)      Because the animal was almost extinct so they were placed on the endangered species list. 
B)      Because the animal was almost extinct; it was placed on the endangered species list. 
C)      Because the animal was almost nearly extinct so they were placed on the endangered species 
list. 
D)      Because the animal was almost extinct, it was placed on the endangered species list. 
Q.16  
A)      Now, I've reached the years the Good Book allows for man in his lifetime upon this earth! 
B)      Now, I've reached the years the Good Book allows to man in their lifetime upon this earth! 
C)      Now, I've reached the years the Good Book allows to man in his lifetime upon this earth! 
D)      Now, I've reached the years the Good Book allows to man in his lifetime upon this the earth! 
Q.17  
A)      You haven't been prowling across in those ruins. 
B)       You haven't been prowling up in those ruins. 
C)      You haven't been prowling up through those ruins. 
D)      You haven't been prowling up in those ruin.  
Q.18  
A)      Here I am trying to get home to cook for me a bite to eat, and you snatched my pocket book. 
B)      Here I am trying to get home to cook me a bite to eat, and you snatched my pocket book. 
C)      Here I am trying to get home to cook myself a bite to eat, and you snatch my pocket book. 
D)      Here I am trying to get home to cook me a bite to eat, and you snatch my pocket book. 
Q.19  
A)      Whoever the gods wish to destroy, he first make him mad. 
B)      Whomever the gods wish to destroy, they first make him mad. 
C)      Whoever, the gods wish to destroy, they first make him mad. 
D)      Whose ever the gods wish to destroy, they first make him mad. 
Q.20  
A)      In another corner of the room behind a screen was a gas plate and an icebox. 
B)      In another corner of room behind a screen were a gas plate and an icebox. 
C)      In another corner of the room behind a screen have been a gas plate and an icebox. 
D)      In another corner of room behind a screen was a gas plate and icebox. 
Q.21 Hypothermia 

A)      Dearth        C)      Articulated 
B)      Classic        D)      Frigid 

Q.22      Impinge 
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A)      Encroach        C)      Ascetic 
B)      Ameliorate        D)      Shudder 

Q.23 Innocuous 
A)      Pant        C)      Bland 
B)      Mordant        D)      Vociferous 

Q.24 Inscrutable 
A)      Prolific        C)      Radiant 
B)      Effervescent       D)      Sphinx-like 

Q.25 Intransigent 
A)      Intractable        C)      Oxidized 
B)      Kobold        D)      Culinary 

Q.26 Jitney 
A)      Omen        C)      Charabanc 
B)      Groove        D)      Expurgated 

Q.27 Latent 
A)      Nearctic        C)      Embryonic 
B)      Hallstand       D)      Intrepid 

Q.28 Legate 
A)      Pedigree        C)      Thrilled 
B)      Scornful        D)      Emissary 

Q.29 Itinerant 
A)      Soulmate        C)      Pylorus 
B)      Wayfaring        D)      Ingenious 

Q.30 Jeopardy 
A)      Hermetic        C)      Reclusive 
B)      Peril       D)      Adamantine 

 

 


